
New Perspectives, 
New Opportunities: 

Emerging Themes in 
Dispute Resolution

JAMS presents a multi part, hybrid seminar series of  
“Cocktails and Conversations”

26th – 28th October

Tuesday, 26th October 
Croissants and Conversations on AI + ADR
8:00am London – Hybrid breakfast event with streaming via Zoom:
Understanding of the influence and impact of AI in ADR

Wednesday, 27th October 
Cocktails and Conversations on AI + IA
6:00-8:00pm London – hybrid discussion on the benefits the AI will 
provide for international arbitration with streaming via Zoom

Thursday , 28th October
Cocktails and Conversations on AI > D, E and I? Let's not let 
innovation be the answer to progress in diversity
6:00-8:00pm London – hybrid event on AI’s impact on Diversity 
Equality & Inclusion with streaming via Zoom

Our ability to manage and resolve disputes 
all share one commonality: individuals, 
businesses and organizations in conflict will 
need assistance to find their way forward. 
As we reimagine connectivity and 
anticipate the disputes of the future, we 
must integrate the collective learning from 
the past fifteen months into sustainable 
practices for the future. 

It will take time to listen and learn from our 
own reflections and those of others, 
strengthening our relationships and 
resilience as we do so. This is the starting 
point for new conversations about the ideas 
that will carry us forward - because when 
we collaborate, we find possibilities that 
would be impossible to discover alone.

JAMS panelists, together with support from 
local institutions, ADR practitioners, lawyers, 
business leaders will host a series of 
engaging and topic-focused “Cocktails and 
Conversations”. In these relaxed and 
informal sessions, attendees will engage 
with a panel of industry experts while 
enjoying cocktails and canapés to welcome 
the opening up of business, new 
perspectives and new opportunities. 

Join us for our upcoming October AI 
focused events by scanning this QR 

code and registering: 

Engage with a panel of industry experts
while enjoying cocktails and canapés to
welcome the opening up of business, new
perspectives and new opportunities.

https://www.jamsadr.com/events/2021/croissants-and-conversations-innovation-and-ai-in-adr-a-look-to-the-future-without-forgetting-the-past
https://www.jamsadr.com/events/2021/cocktails-conversations-ai-ia-familiarity-by-appearance-yet-in-reality-unknown-taking-charge-of-the-future-of-international-ar
https://www.jamsadr.com/events/2021/cocktails-conversations-ai-d-e-i-lets-not-let-innovation-be-the-answer-to-progress


AI + ADR
A look to the future 

JAMS presents a multi part, 
hybrid seminar series of  

“Croissants and Conversations” 

The next 10 years will bring tremendous change across all businesses and industries. What will be the 
immediate impacts of artificial intelligence (AI) on ADR processes, are these impacts inevitable, and at what 
cost to the process? Some believe that AI will help to democratize dispute resolution and expand access, 
particularly in low value cases that may not justify a neutral’s involvement Even for larger value cases, some 
parties may prefer AI involvement based on perceptions that an AI is more disinterested, objective, or fairer. 
On the other hand, AI may also increase bias, disparate treatment, and disenfranchisement from the justice 
system. 

This program will explore these issues, as well as examples in which AI has been applied successfully, and not-
so-successfully, to a range of disputes. What will emerge is a better understanding of the influence and impact 
of AI. We cannot pause the use and adoption of AI in ADR, but we can be part of its development and 
integration into all systems.

Tuesday, 26th October doors open at 8:00am, programme starts 8:30am London 
9:30am Paris/ 3:30pm Hong Kong & Singapore/ 00:30am Los Angeles

60 minute programme with tea, coffee, croissants and pastries.
International Dispute Resolution Centre, 1 Paternoster Lane, EC4M 7BQ

RYAN ABBOTT, M.D., 
FCIArb

International Arbitrator
& Mediator

JAMS
London & New York

Additional speakers to be confirmed

TOM GROGAN
Head of MDRxTECH

Mischon de Reya
London

DR. RANSE HOWELL
Director of International 

Operations
JAMS
London

https://www.jamsadr.com/abbott/
https://www.jamsadr.com/abbott/
https://www.mishcon.com/people/tom-grogan
https://www.mishcon.com/people/tom-grogan
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_mNOvN9RBTCO64BSZy5Z8oQ
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/croissants-conversations-innovation-and-ai-in-adr-in-person-tickets-182111840417
https://www.jamsadr.com/howell
https://www.jamsadr.com/howell


AI – IA: Familiarity 
by appearance yet in 

reality unknown, taking 
charge of the future of 

International Arbitration 
A multi part, hybrid seminar series of  

“Cocktails and Conversations” 
presented by JAMS and CIArb

International arbitration relies on consistency and appropriate analysis and as many 
practitioners have articulated because the virtual experience also needs the human factor. So 
how can AI and IA work together? As we emerge from the totally virtual world many have 
stated the importance of human interaction and does AI replace human interaction or does it 
enhance? What elements can be enhanced and what part of the process do we require 
human interaction? Does AI replace analysis, or should it be used sparingly? Should only AI be 
used for technical analysis and is this reliable? These and many other questions are emerging 
and as they emerge additional questions need to be answered.

This discussion will focus on the benefits AI will provide for international arbitration and some 
of the inherent challenges petitioners have already faced when using the virtual environment. 
The panel will discuss not only the use of technology in international arbitration but the 
technology itself and what additional safeguards should be introduced. There will also be an 
examination of what additional mechanisms might need to be considered to fully embrace the 
opportunity that it can provide for all types of international arbitration, across a broad 
spectrum of jurisdictions and industries.

Wednesday, 27th October doors open 6:00pm, programme starts 6:30pm London 
7:30pm Paris/1:30pm New York/10:30am Los Angeles

60 minute programme followed by cocktails and hors d’oeuvres.
International Dispute Resolution Centre

1 Paternoster Lane, London, EC4M 7BQ

CONNA A. WEINER
International 
Arbitrator & 

Mediator
JAMS

London & New York

LEWIS JOHNSTON, 
MCIArb

Assistant Director of 
Policy and External 

Affairs
CIArb
London

DR. RANSE HOWELL
Director of 

International 
Operations

JAMS
London

RYAN ABBOTT, 
M.D., FCIArb

International Arbitrator
& Mediator

JAMS
Los Angeles & London

COLIN RULE
President & CEO

Mediate.com
London

https://www.jamsadr.com/weiner/
https://www.jamsadr.com/weiner/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lewis-johnston-5155b899/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lewis-johnston-5155b899/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lewis-johnston-5155b899/
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_6r4-YuT8Sz-TZSu32NUftw
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/cocktails-conversations-aiia-taking-charge-of-intl-arb-in-person-tickets-182281929157
https://www.jamsadr.com/howell
https://www.jamsadr.com/howell
https://www.jamsadr.com/abbott/
https://www.jamsadr.com/abbott/
https://www.jamsadr.com/abbott/
https://odr.info/rule/
https://odr.info/rule/


AI > D, E & I?
Let's not let innovation 

be the answer to 
progress in diversity

A multi part, hybrid seminar series of  “Cocktails and 
Conversations” presented by JAMS and CEDR 

There have been numerous initiatives to promote diversity in mediation and arbitration. From institutional 
commitments to those promoted by JAMS, CEDR, CIArb, ICC, LCIA, SIAC and NYIAC. The focus has been on 
access and inclusion and additional initiatives introduced by practitioners and practitioner groups such as 
Arbitral Women, The Pledge and REAL have also promoted the need for access and the benefits to clients and 
the process. Therefore, AI should help to assist by providing access and democratising the process for all.

This discussion will focus on what we currently know about AI, bias the potential impact on the diversity of 
inclusion and diversity of analysis. We will examine what will need to be done by institutions, practitioners, and 
researchers to recognise the impact and influence of bias on access, inclusion and ultimately decision-
making. So, while AI is going to be part of ADR’s future it should also be adopted in use with an 
understanding of the use and suitability of the processes introduced so therefore it can balance any inherent 
discrimination or bias.

Thursday, 28th October doors open at 6:00pm, programme starts 6:30pm London
7:30pm Paris/1:30pm New York/10:30am Los Angeles

60 minute programme followed by cocktails and hors d’oeuvres.
International Dispute Resolution Centre

1 Paternoster Lane, London, EC4M 7BQ

EMILIA ONYEMA
Professor of International 
Commercial Law at OAS
Independent Arbitrator
London

KIM M. KEENAN
International Arbitrator 
& Mediator
JAMS
Washington, DC & 
London

SUSANNE SCHULER
Director of Training 
and Consultancy, 
Senior Consultant & 
Mediator
CEDR
London

HIRO N. ARAGAKI
International Arbitrator 
& Mediator
JAMS
Los Angles & London

RYAN ABBOTT, 
M.D., FCIArb
International Arbitrator
& Mediator
JAMS
Los Angeles & London

ASAD DHUNNA
Founder & CEO
The Unmistakables
London

https://www.soas.ac.uk/staff/staff31559.php
https://www.soas.ac.uk/staff/staff31559.php
https://www.jamsadr.com/keenan/
https://www.jamsadr.com/keenan/
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_eyTIbGzHSyS_B14RWcAA0g
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/cocktails-conversations-ai-d-e-i-in-person-tickets-182269622347
https://www.cedr.com/about-us/people/susanne-schuler/
https://www.cedr.com/about-us/people/susanne-schuler/
https://www.jamsadr.com/aragaki/
https://www.jamsadr.com/aragaki/
https://www.jamsadr.com/abbott/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/asaddhunna/
https://www.jamsadr.com/abbott/
https://www.jamsadr.com/abbott/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/asaddhunna/
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